1. -Recently, the low-frequency noise fluctuation voltage has been studied near the percolation threshold [1] [2] [3] . Measurements were performed in [2] thin Au films (in the range of 7 nm thick, up to 10 MHz) and in metal-insulator composites [1] obtained by compacting mixtures of small metal particles (Ag, W) and dielectric powders (KC1, PTFE). Far from the percolation threshold, the excess noise seems to show the « usual » 1/D frequency dependence. Near percolation the noise spectra changed qualitatively, showing in particular an excess noise at high frequencies. Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyslet:0198400450210100700 low fluctuations have been found in a great many physical systems [4] . However The determination of the noise spectra arising from equation (1) can be carried out using Green's function techniques [5] . In general the power spectrum is governed by : the diffusion kernel associated with (1) , the spectra of the source terms and the boundary conditions. The expansion of the Green's function in normal modes leads to a simple expression of S~(~) as a sum over the spectrum of the linear operator appearing in equation (1) (2) by rescaling the unit length a by a factor ~p/a : ~ -~p and the frequency w -+ (u* = roç~/"'rw, where [10, 11] i) l*(c~) &#x3E; ~p : in this limit, the diffusion length is larger than the lattice « spacing » (~p) and two cases must be distinguished. These results (Eqs. (5)- (8)) extend in a transparent way the meanfield calculations of reference [12] . (9) and (10) are respectively [10, 
